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The Skirt by Milou & Pilou is our iconic 
piece; an easy-to-wear skirt that recreates 
that timeless classic from the early 40s: 
the wide skirt with braces. Because of 
its simplicity and easy-to-wearness, it is 
extremely inspiring and extremely useful 
for a great variety of occasions as it is 
very easy to match. It is amazing that one 
single item can offer so many possibilities.
 
Our original piece is made using classic 
blue denim and features wooden buttons 
and an elasticized waist, but we have 
developed some more models in colour 
and shape. They all share the same 
essence but with a twist or two. After all 
it is a quintessential item that matches 
perfectly with all sorts of styles.
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Dark Denim

Ref: J011 
100% cotton

Classic Blue

Ref: J01 
100% cotton

White Denim

Ref: J01W 
99% cotton
1% elastane

Denim Skirt

Classic denim skirt with braces made in cotton washed 
denim  5,90 oz/yd2  with different finitions and patterns 
of fades that go from the rich indigo blue in one shade  to 
the classic light and white. This skirt is mid-lenght has an 
elasticated waist, two braces with wooden olive buttons on 
the front and a side-back pocket. Can be easely weared any 
time of the year and it our most versatile garment available 
all seasons.
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Yellow Cotton

Color Denim Skirt with braces made in cotton dyed denim 
in Yellow. This skirt is mid-lenght has an elastic waist, two 
braces with wooden olive buttons on the front and a side-
back pocket. The special dyeing process gives to that denim 
a perfect color and vintage finition.
Available all seasons.

Ref: YL1 
99% cotton
1% elastane
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Red Cotton

Color Denim Skirt with braces made in cotton dyed denim 
in Red. This skirt is mid-lenght has an elastic waist, two 
braces with wooden olive buttons on the front and a side-
back pocket. The special dyeing process gives to that denim 
a perfect color and vintage finition.
Available all seasons.

Ref: RD1 
99% cotton
1% elastane
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Pinafore Light

Pinafore denim dress with braces is the dress version of the 
classic skirt with braces. Available in cotton washed denim 
5,90 oz/yd2 with different finitions and patterns of fades, 
the lighter one is the Pinafore Light. The pinafore dress 
follows the similar format with an elasticated waist and 
wide mid-lenght skirt with a side pocket on the back and 
two wooden buttons on the front.
Available all seasons.

Ref: P01 
100% cotton
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Pinafore Dark

Pinafore denim dress with braces is the dress version of the 
classic skirt with braces. Available in cotton washed denim 
5,90 oz/yd2 with different finitions and patterns of fades, 
Pinafore Dark has the original indigo denim blue.  The 
pinafore dress follows the similar format with an elasticated 
waist and wide mid-lenght skirt with a side pocket on the 
back and two wooden buttons on the front.
Available all seasons.

Ref: P011 
100% cotton
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Pinafore Black

Pinafore denim dress with braces is the dress version of 
the classic skirt with braces. Available in cotton washed 
denim 5,90 oz/yd2 with different finitions and patterns 
of fades, Pinafore Black has been dyed to get black denim 
finition.  The pinafore dress follows the similar format with 
an elasticated waist and wide mid-lenght skirt with a side 
pocket on the back and two wooden buttons on the front.
Available all seasons.

Ref: Black 
100% cotton
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Amy Skirt

Mid-lenght cord skirt with braces in Brown Ochre, 
elasticated waist and a side pocket on the back. With a 
little bit of stretch to make this skirt soft and confortable 
but also with extra volume. Two wooden buttons on 
the front. We are using corduroy fabrics with a special 
treatment process that allows this piece to create its own 
vintage appearance over time.

Ref: Amy 
95% cotton
5% elastane
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Navy Skirt

Mid-lenght cord skirt with braces in Navy Blue, 
elasticated waist and a side pocket on the back. With a 
little bit of stretch to make this skirt soft and confortable 
but also with extra volume. Two wooden buttons on 
the front. We are using corduroy fabrics with a special 
treatment process that allows this piece to create its own 
vintage appearance over time.

Ref: Navy
95% cotton
5% elastane
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Sailor Skirt

Special Denim Skirt with Sailor inspiration. This skirt is 
made with a special denim with pinch of stretch, lighter 
but with extra-volume. This skirt has an elastic waist, two 
braces with navy-type buttons on the front and a side-back 
pocket with a golden trim. 
Available all seasons.

Ref: Sailor
95% cotton
5% elastane
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Classic Bloomer

Ref: Bll11
100% Cotton

Liberty Bloomer

Ref: Bll1 
100% Cotton with 
Liberty Print

Bloomer

Bloomer denim with braces, elasticated double waist, two 
front pockets, slightly ruffled and short-knee. Available in 
cotton washed denim 5,90 oz/yd2 classic blue and also with 
a pinch of Liberty in red flowered print. Two braces are 
available with or without olive buttons on the front. Can be 
easely weared any time of the year.
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Gingham Blue Shirt

Ref: GH2
100% Cotton

White N Shirt

Ref: SR6
100% Cotton

White Shirt

Ref: SR5 
100% Cotton

Classic Shirts

Cotton classic shirt, regular fit, buttoned at the back, in 
cotton soft poplin. All shirts have a peter-pan collar that 
some models are accessorized with a colored cotton ribbon 
in different colors and patterns, the classic ones are in 
white poplin with Red and Navy ribbon. This shirt is also 
available in Gingham sky blue poplin. Available all seasons 
also long-sleeved. 
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Blue Mariniere

Ref: MW2
100% wool

Classic Mariniere

Ref: MW1 
100% wool

Marinieres

Classic french-style mariniere made in 100% merino 
wool with white and navy stripes, regular fit, crewneck 
design and the softness italian Raumer yarn perfect for 
all seasonal outfits. Easy to wear, soft and confortable, two 
existing patterns Classsic Mariniere and Blue Mariniere.
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Classic RED Mariniere

Classic french mariniere made in 100% merino wool with 
red and white stripes, regular fit, crewneck design and the 
softness italian Raumer yarn perfect for all seasonal outfits. 
Easy to wear, soft and confortable, available all seasons.

Ref. MW3
100% wool
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Milou & Pilou is a vintage flavoured brand from 
Barcelona born in 2014 that offers comfortable, stylish 
clothing exclusively for girls aged 2 to 10.

The brand is based on the ideas of Mama Alicia, inspired 
by her own beautiful girls and happy childhood 
memories. With a little team of four enthusiastic people, 
the first collection FW14 was launched exclusively 
online and was immediately adopted by some of the 
most stylish online portals and media, especially in the 
UK, US and Australia.

Well-known by their twirling skirts and pinafores Milou 
& Pilou has developed The Skirt,  a basic permanent 
collection of their iconic denim, cord and cotton skirts, 
available all year long. All the manufacturing is based 
in Barcelona, contributing to the ethical and local 
production using the most exclusive fabrics like denim 
and corduroy, washed and treated to get that vintage 
look, but also merino wool and soft cotton poplins.  This 
also makes every piece so exclusive. Currently Milou & 
Pilou can be found in some selected stores.

Who is behind the whole thing?
about us...
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All Milou & Pilou products are made locally in Barcelona (Spain). They are all 
made with special care and finishing, dyed exclusively with the most ethical 
techniques, treated to get a vintage finition and washed prior sewing so they 
will remain in perfect condition for our customers.

Our high quality production means that we produce limited series every 
season and that our garment can be delicate.  The quality of the components 
require a special care.

Sizes available

Materials and Production

Sizes ...
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Online store
www.milouandpilou.com

Customer Services and Sales
info@milouandpilou.com

Press and Media
felipv@milouandpilou.com

Please share with 
us your Milou & Pilou 
world with the hashtag

#milouandpilou

@milouandpilou

http://www.milouandpilou.com/
mailto:info%40milouandpilou.com%0D?subject=
https://www.facebook.com/milouandpilou
https://www.pinterest.com/milouandpilou/
http://instagram.com/milouandpilou
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